"SKIRT TYPE"

INSTRUCTIONS FOR INSTALLING

ATTACH SUPPORT BRACES TO INSIDE OF SKIRT THEN ATTACH TOP TO SUPPORT BRACES.

ASSEMBLER—Match the XXX’s.

EASY INSTALLATION

Step 1
Set cover on chimney; Angle (A) rests on top

Step 2
DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN STUDS. It is only necessary to tighten the points in securely against the masonry surface, leaving balance of screw protruding. Extend points of studs into mortar line or other indentation in the chimney, if possible.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR INSTALLING BIRD GUARD

Guard fits on OUTSIDE of braces and snug against the underneath side of cover.

INSTALL GUARD BY WIRING PIECES SECURELY TO EACH BRACE. THREAD WIRE BEHIND BRACE AND BACK THROUGH MESH, THEN TIGHTEN.

To fasten corners together twist ends of cut wire around each other in several places.